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Fare-free transit for youth in New Orleans 

Young people (<18) are a special category of transit users and a vital part of current and future 

New Orleans. Providing fare-free transit for young people is a win-win with many benefits 

including economic, environmental, and social. Transit agencies, city government, community 

partners, and other stakeholders should work together to find a solution that meets the transit needs 

of youth without compromising services.  

 

Across the country cities are re-thinking transit fares and successfully increasing transit access. 

Many are offering fare-free transit for youth, and some are going completely fare-free for 

everyone. We believe New Orleans can find the resources and political will necessary to make this 

bold project a reality.  There will be some obstacles to overcome around costs and verification 

processes. However, if stakeholders work collaboratively on this initiative, these can be overcome 

and New Orleans can begin offering fare-free transit to youth. City government and community 

stakeholders should come together to find reliable and ongoing sources of funding to help the 

Regional Transit Authority (RTA) provide this vital service. 

 

Going fare-free for youth 

Young people constitute a unique group of transit users. On one hand, they need to travel 

frequently, for school and for a myriad of other purposes. And yet, they generally have less 

disposable income and have greater security and wayfinding needs than adults. Providing safe, 

reliable, and affordable transportation for youths is crucial to their development and quality of life. 

For youth (in this paper, defined as anyone 18 and under), especially those from low-income 

families, paying transit fares can present a significant burden. Ride New Orleans (RIDE) proposes 

that young people should not have to pay to ride transit. However, making this happen should be a 

collaborative effort and done in a way that ensures no transit services will be cut or compromised.  

For some, this may sound like a radical proposal, but in fact, many places across the country are 

reconsidering transit fares.12 Most transit agencies already have special prices or exemptions for 

specific groups such as youth, seniors, and people with disabilities. Beyond that, a number of cities 

have moved to make transit entirely free for everyone.3 This includes dozens of cities across the 

 
1 Maria Aguilar et al., “After Showing Its Worth during Pandemic, Momentum Builds for Free or Reduced-Fare 

Transit,” Washington Post, May 2021, https://www.washingtonpost.com/transportation/interactive/2021/public-

transportation-free-fare-future/. 
2 Maylin Tu, “As Fare-Free Transit Catches On, Checking In On 5 Cities With Free Public Transit,” September 21, 

2022, https://nextcity.org/urbanist-news/as-fare-free-transit-catches-on-checking-in-on-5-cities-with-free-public-tr. 
3 Wojciech Kębłowski, “Why (Not) Abolish Fares? Exploring the Global Geography of Fare-Free Public 

Transport,” Transportation (Dordrecht) 47, no. 6 (2019): 2807–35, https://doi.org/10.1007/s11116-019-09986-6. 
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United States, and while most are smaller municipalities or college towns,4 other larger cities are also 

warming to the idea. In 2020 Kansas City went completely fare-free and the results so far have been 

positive.56 A year later, Albuquerque New Mexico decided to go fare-free for a one-year pilot.  

The terms used vary from place to place, with some referring to “free fares,” “fare-free,” 

“fareless,” or “zero fares.” But the broad idea is that people should not have to pay to move around 

the city. At this point, RIDE is not proposing New Orleans go entirely fare-free, but we do feel that 

taking this approach for youth is a good idea.  

Making the case 

Saving money for children and families that can be used for other needs is, by itself, a good 

enough reason to consider fare-free transit. However, the potential benefits go far beyond that. A 

number of studies7 have been conducted on the potential benefits of fare-free transit for youth 

including A.) numerous economic benefits for individuals and schools. For instance, when young 

people have greater access to the city, they are able to get to education, jobs, recreation, and other 

useful destinations. Transportation is especially vital for helping opportunity youth (ages 16-24) take 

their first steps toward future careers.8 Taking transit also helps young people build life skills such as 

navigation and time management that make them more independent and self-sufficient. Furthermore, 

the money saved on fares can be spent on other essential items and services. Additional economic 

benefits may be observed at the school level. Currently, New Orleans schools spend significant funds 

every year on yellow bus services. If, instead, youth had free access to reliable and efficient transit, 

schools could use these transportation funds for other purposes. B.) environmental—if youth have 

better access to transit, it could mean fewer family members driving them in cars, fewer long lines of 

idling cars around schools in the afternoon, and fewer yellow school buses, which are much less 

 
4 Transportation Research Board, “Implementation and Outcomes of Fare-Free Transit Systems,” Transit 

Cooperative Research Program (Washington, D.C.: Transportation Research Board, July 13, 2012), 

https://doi.org/10.17226/22753. 
5 Sandy Smith, “Kansas City’s Zero Fare Transit Program Shows Major Success – And What Still Needs to Be 

Done,” July 27, 2022, https://nextcity.org/urbanist-news/kansas-city-zero-fare-free-transit-program-shows-major-

success. 
6 Mid-America Regional Council, “Transit Zero Fare Impact Analysis,” 2021, https://w

 ww.marc.org/Transportation/Plans-Studies/pdfs/Transit-Zero-Fare-Impact-Analysis.aspx. 
7 Kathleen Reed and Jennifer Marchbank, “Free and Reduced-Fare Transportation for Youth,” 2021, 

http://summit.sfu.ca/item/21668. 
8 Kristen Lewis, “Making the Connection: Transportation and Youth Disconnection” (Social Science Research 

Council: Measure of America, 2019), https://measureofamerica.org/youth-disconnection-2019/. 

https://www.cabq.gov/transit/news/abq-ride2019s-zero-fares-pilot-program-set-to-kick-off-2022
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?8ILk9x
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?8ILk9x
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?8ILk9x
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?mWqMTe
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?mWqMTe
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likely to run on alternative fuels than public transit,9 on the roads. Furthermore, students are at a 

pivotal age where they develop travel habits and behaviors that will last into adulthood. If they 

perceive public transit as a costly, inefficient ordeal that must be endured, they will eagerly begin 

driving cars as soon as they can. If, however, they experience transit as a low-cost, efficient way of 

getting around the city, they are more likely to become transit riders and supporters for life who use 

cars less or not at all.  C.) Social—transit is highly inequitable. Moving around a city is more difficult 

and expensive for lower-income and minority groups. Removing fares for youth will not instantly 

resolve the numerous inequities in this domain, but it would remove one of the obstacles.   

                                                         

Many youth trainees from Liberty's Kitchen rely on transit 

 
9 Phillip Burgoyne-Allen and Bonnie O’Keefe, “From Yellow to Green: Reducing School Transportation’s Impact 

on the Environment.” (Bellwether Education Partners, 2019). 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?nSd4IU
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?nSd4IU
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Arguments against 

The most common resistance to any type of fare-free transit concerns the costs. It is true that a 

certain amount of revenue would be forfeited if young people are not paying to take transit. 

However, the proportion of overall revenues represented by youth fares is relatively small and can be 

covered by ongoing (not one-time) funding sources if stakeholders work together. Furthermore, these 

lost revenues should be weighed against the potential benefits mentioned above, as well as others 

such as reduced on-board processing times.  

The other critique of fare-free transit points to the complications involved in verification and 

enforcement. In the cases of completely fare-free transit this is not as much of a concern because 

everyone rides for free. However, when only certain groups like young people or students are 

exempted, things become more complicated. Determining who is allowed to ride for free can be a 

process that causes extra work for operators and can slow down boarding and thus travel time. 

Nonetheless, as the following section explains, many cities across the country are finding ways to 

effectively and efficiently manage verification. In some cases, this is done through the school 

systems (e.g., schools distribute transit passes or youth can show their school ID). In other cases, 

young people who appear above the maximum age are simply asked to present identification 

showing their age.  

Fare-free transit for youth in other cities 

Cities across the United States are taking a fresh look at fares and thinking of creative ways to do 

things differently,10 and some have already adopted fare-free transit for youth. In this section we look 

at several of them.  

Los Angeles Metro is currently piloting a GoPass Student Fareless Pass Program that allows K-

12 and community college students unlimited fare-free transit (bus and train) rides through June 

2023. In this case, schools and colleges are the main distribution points for the passes. The hope is 

that removing fares for students will reduce their financial burdens while also increasing their access 

to, and performance in, the classroom. Several months into the program, there are nearly 100,000 

students enrolled in the program, and they have collectively taken over 1 million fare-free rides. Of 

course, operating a fare-free program on such a large scale is not without costs. The Los Angeles 

 
10 Jenni Bergal, “Can Zero-Fare Transit Work?,” American Planning Association, October 1, 2021, 

https://www.planning.org/planning/2021/fall/can-zero-fare-transit-work/. 

https://www.metro.net/riding/fares/students-k-12/gopass/
https://thesource.metro.net/2022/03/29/students-have-taken-one-million-plus-free-fare-rides-using-metros-gopass/
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program is funded by $41 million from the American Recovery Plan Act while the rest will come 

from cost sharing. 

Omaha, Nebraska, launched a pilot program in 2021 called K-12 Rides Free. As this name 

suggests, the local transit agency (Metro) allows students to take the bus, bus rapid transit, or 

paratransit without paying a fare. High school students are asked to show a student ID, while younger 

students can simply inform the operator that they are a student. The program, funded by a local 

philanthropic organization, was launched as a one-year pilot. Because it was deemed successful and 

ridership was high, the board of directors extended the program. 

Another example is San Francisco, which recently introduced its fare-free transit for youth on the 

Muni. Previously the system was free for youth from low and moderate-income families, but in 2021 

the city expanded this to include all youth 18 years and younger. Unlike Los Angeles which relies on 

passes distributed by schools, San Francisco requires no passes. Anyone 18 or younger can simply 

get on and ride. The agency recommends that people between 16-18 carry an ID in case verification 

is necessary. The fare-free policy, which began as a pilot, now has funding through 2024.  

On a different scale, young people across the entire state of Washington may soon be able to ride 

transit for free. In Spring 2021, the Washington state legislature approved $3 billion in transit 

funding to be spent over the next 16 years. However, in order to receive funding, local agencies must 

allow people 18 and under to ride buses and trains for free. Some cities in the state, such as Seattle, 

have already offered fare-free transit for youth, but the new move by the state legislature has the 

potential to massively expand opportunities and access to young people across the state, including 

smaller cities and more rural areas.  

There are other instances where transit agencies make special efforts to improve access for young 

people. For example, Boston’s Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority, allows youth under 11 

and under to ride for free.  

The Case for New Orleans 

Even in New Orleans, the concept of fare-free transit would not be unprecedented. Many 

New Orleanians fondly recall an earlier time when students could ride for free. However, in recent 

years, critics have pointed out the deficiencies and problems associated with transportation for youth 

in New Orleans—particularly concerning schools. Although public schools are required to provide 

free and adequate transportation for their students, a number of factors lead to inequalities and 

https://www.lamayor.org/mayor-garcetti-celebrates-passage-free-ridership-pilot-young-angelenos
https://www.ometro.com/k-12/
https://www.sfmta.com/fares/free-muni-all-youth-18-years-and-younger#:~:text=The%20SFMTA%20has%20expanded%20the,Simply%20get%20on%20and%20ride.
https://www.sfmta.com/fares/free-muni-all-youth-18-years-and-younger#:~:text=The%20SFMTA%20has%20expanded%20the,Simply%20get%20on%20and%20ride.
https://sfstandard.com/transportation/muni-stays-free-for-all-san-francisco-youth-under-expanded-pilot-for-now/
https://crosscut.com/news/2022/04/transit-users-18-and-younger-ride-free-under-new-wa-program
https://www.theurbanist.org/2021/11/05/seattle-expands-free-transit-passes-to-middle-schoolers/
https://www.bft.org/youthridefree/
https://www.mbta.com/fares/reduced/customers-who-ride-for-free
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inefficiencies for both schools and families. Some point to the system of private and public charter 

schools,11 while others draw attention to the myriad other inequalities in New Orleans, a city often 

segregated by race and class.  

Regardless of the root cause, numerous news stories and countless personal testimonies from 

frustrated parents and students illustrate the deficiencies of the current status quo, such as long travel 

times and illogical bus routes. A 2018 analysis of travel times found that New Orleans public school 

students who took public transit or yellow school buses had much longer commutes than their peers 

who rode in cars.12 During the pandemic, driver shortages exacerbated the situation and many New 

Orleans schools faced difficulties in securing transportation for their students.13 Some schools have 

even given stipends to parents if they seek alternative transportation to the yellow school buses. Not 

only is the current system bad for families, but it is also bad for schools. In addition to scrambling to 

secure transportation for all its students, schools in New Orleans end up spending much more on 

transportation than the state average.14 Currently, only a small percentage of youth take transit to get 

to school. A 2020 study found that only 5.2% of public-school students in New Orleans took transit 

to get to school.15 RIDE believes removing fares will significantly increase this proportion and that 

this would be a just, strategic, and practical move that would benefit students, families, and schools. 

Furthermore, if funding can be secured from a non-RTA source, then service should not be 

negatively affected.   

RIDE’s optimism in this domain is buoyed by the fact that we have seen some movement in 

the right direction in recent years. Based on internally conducted studies, the RTA temporarily 

revised its fares in 2021. One of the changes was the creation of discounted rates for youth and 

seniors. After six months of operating with these discounts, the RTA made the new fares permanent. 

 
11 Victor Jones, “The New Orleans Public School Busing Crisis Should Be Treated as the Civil Rights Issue That It 

Is,” The Lens, January 4, 2020, http://thelensnola.org/2020/01/04/the-new-orleans-public-school-busing-crisis-

should-be-treated-as-the-civil-rights-issue-that-it-is/. 
12 Jane Arnold Lincove and Jon Valant, “New Orleans Students’ Commute Times by Car, Public Transit, and 

School Bus,” Urban Institute, 2018. 
13 David Hammer, “New Orleans Charter Schools Scrambling to Find Enough Bus Drivers to Get Kids to School,” 

NOLA.com, August 2021, https://www.nola.com/news/education/article_e0b09ebc-012e-11ec-bc4c-

ff1086ffa72b.html. 
14 Cowen Institute, “State of Public Education in New Orleans: 2019-2020” (Tulane University, 2020), 

https://cowendata.org/reports/the-state-of-public-education-in--new-orleans-2019/transport-finance. 
15 Lindsay Bell Weixler, Douglas N. Harris, and Alicia Gerry, “Voices of New Orleans Youth: What Do the City’s 

Young People Think About Their Schools and Communities? · Publications” (The Education Research Alliance for 

New Orleans, 2020), https://educationresearchalliancenola.org/publications/voices-of-new-orleans-youth-what-do-

the-citys-young-people-think-about-their-schools-and-communities. 

https://www.norta.com/ride-with-us/how-to-pay/fares
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Ju0VeR
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Ju0VeR
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Ju0VeR
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Ju0VeR
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Currently youth can get a one-day Jazzy Pass for $1, or a one-month pass for $18. This is a 

significant reduction from adult passes ($3 and $45 respectively).  

                                  

Students boarding RTA bus in New Orleans (source Della Hasselle /The Lens) 

 As mentioned above, two common arguments against going fare-free concern the costs and 

complications of doing so. It is true that going fare-free for youth would represent some revenue loss, 

however, we argue that these costs would be relatively minor. Last year, youth and senior fares 

accounted for about 10% of RTA fare revenues. Based on past data, as well as current and projected 

trends in ridership, the RTA estimates the cost to forgo youth fares would be between $430,000-

$450,000 per year. Alone, this may sound like a significant amount, but when we consider the RTA’s 

overall annual revenue is >$100 million, the youth contribution becomes fairly trivial. Other cities 

are finding ways to offer fare-free transit for youth without compromising service, so we are 

confident New Orleans can do the same.  

Similarly, verification does not seem like an insurmountable obstacle. Other cities have found 

relatively simple means of getting students and young people on transit for free. In fact, the RTA 

currently allows children under 5 to ride for free and offers discounted fares for youth who are either 

under 19 or a student in kindergarten through 12th grade, so verifying ages should not represent a 

major new challenge.  

Of course, going fare-free will not solve all transportation-related issues young people face in 

the city. For example, until service improves, transit riders will still be at a significant disadvantage 
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vis-à-vis cars. And some areas of the city have much better transit service than others. Nonetheless, 

providing fare-free transit for youth would be a big step forward for New Orleans.   

Who should act? 

As mentioned, the RTA has taken some important steps in the right direction including 

reducing fares for youth. RIDE wants to see the agency continue this progress and eliminate youth 

fares entirely. The agency recently received a federal RAISE grant to upgrade and modernize fare 

technology. And according to presentations to its board, the agency is planning other big changes 

including establishing a fares department as well as adopting account-based ticketing and/or a proof 

of payment system. As it moves forward, fare-free rides for youth should be baked into the agency’s 

fare restructuring. That is to say, it should be taken for granted as a key feature of the new system, 

rather than something to be considered later.  

However, something this important should not be up to the RTA alone. It will take political 

and financial support from city government as well. The mayor’s office and city council should 

champion the cause of youth transit and identify funding sources to offset any lost revenue. The 

mayor’s office has already identified low-cost or free transit for youth as one of the action strategies 

in the New Orleans Youth Master Plan. It should work with all stakeholders to ensure this and other 

components of the plan are fully embraced and implemented.  

The rest of us are responsible for a collective mindset shift. We need to normalize the idea 

that young people should not pay for transportation—an essential service that helps them get where 

they need to go. In the same way we do not expect children to pay to use a library, we should 

consider transportation a vital component of their growth and development. Yes, getting kids on 

transit fare-free will have some costs, but as a society, we find ways to pay for the things we care 

about. And what could be more valuable than investing in our youth?  

 

 

 

 

 

https://busride.com/rta-awarded-18-5m-in-usdot-funding-for-new-transit-hubs-and-modern-fare-technology-systems/
https://nolayouthmasterplan.org/
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About RIDE  

Ride New Orleans is an independent nonprofit 501(c)3 organization. We envision a region in which 

transit riders have full access to jobs, education, health care. Our mission is to win world-class and 

equitable public transportation that works for all residents across the New Orleans region. Visit 

rideneworleans.org for more information. For questions or comments about the report, contact author 

Dustin Robertson, PhD.  
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